Entwicklungsenergie

für Menschen und Managementsysteme

Patricia Adam is your expert for the development of management systems. For more than 25 years, the
economist and professor for international management holds lectures and seminars in German and
English. She worked for a major German bank for ten years and since then travels the world in order to
audit and assess organisations and their management systems. True to her values passion 
cosmopolitanism  practical relevance  integrity  professionalism, Patricia Adam always aims at
awakening passion and energy for your organisational and personal development.
Practically good
friends?!

The planned
chaos

Agile Processes and
ISO 9001

An introduction for
agility fans and those
who want to become
one

Gone wild?!

The intended
flexibility

Compulsorily agile
in home office

Easy ISO
Developing
organisations
creatively with
ISO 9001

Do you want to
manage your merger
successfully
and
remain
operational
during the process?
Here are tips & tricks
from someone with
first-hand experience.

How to use agile
methods in seminars
and trainings

Many organisations are experimenting with agile
practices and teams. Still, some questions remain
unanswered. How can this be transferred into a
certified QM system? When does agility make
sense? Should really everyone work in an agile
way? Patricia Adam researched these issues and
came up with some exciting answers.
Do you need more
information about the
keynotes or would you
like to request a
specific date?
Don’t hesitate to get in
touch!

ISO 9001 is nonsense? QM and certification are
omnipresent - and so are all the prejudices: QM is
only about documentation and control, it costs a lot
of money and is useless anyway. Patricia Adam
cannot let this stand. In her witty keynote, she also
shows your team that QM can be very creative and
really fun.
Nuclear fusion
Successful mergers
through multi-cultural
management

More information available on my website www.patricia-adam.com

